
Wedding Collections

Collections begin at $3150
8 hours of wedding day coverage

Every client receives:
2 photographers

pre-wedding consultation
online viewing gallery for one year

High-resolution digital image files on USB Thumb Drive (or digital download)
50 4x6 prints (photographers choice)

I then take all the edited images and upload those to my online gallery at Pictage.com. Pictage 
allows you to share the images with your guests, so that they can order their own prints, and you 
can order yours.

If you hire me for 8 hours, I edit the 50 images that I really want you to see. I include those 50 
images as 4x6 prints. Some are color, some are black and white. 

*Packages can be built to cover your unique product needs. Any products added at the time of signing the contract will 
receive a 10% discount.
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The Details 
Congratulations!!!  If you are reading this, then you (or a close loved one) are engaged and  

enjoying the excitement of planning a wedding.  This is such a wonderful time of  
celebration.  We are so happy you are here. 

All of our clients begin this journey searching for someone that understands their  
photographic needs and is able to deliver results that will be a timeless reminder of their  
commitment to one another.  Each and every wedding we witness is unique in its own  

right and deserves to be preserved for a lifetime.  It is our job to preserve the significance  
of your day for you and your loved ones to enjoy for a lifetime.   

Dan approaches each wedding with the guiding principle of being a storyteller for your day.
This day is about you, your family, friends and all of the relationships and moments  

that come together.  Dan allows the day to unfold in front of him, quietly observing and  
reacting to the moments around him.  This enables him to capture the essence of your  

legacy, so we can create a one-of-a-kind Heirloom Wedding Album. This unique  
keepsake allows you and others to relive the moments for generations to come. 

Online Image Gallery 
After we have sifted through the many images captured during your event and have  

narrowed it down to the best of the best, we have a hunch that you will want to share it  
with your family and friends.  Our custom online image gallery is designed specifically for  

showcasing your images to share, flag images as favorites and also place orders for  
premium print products.  Our premium print products include: Finished Prints, Gallery  

Wrap Canvases and Additional Album Products.  The Online Image Gallery is password  
protected for privacy, so only those with whom you share information can access it.  If an  

order is placed you can rest knowing that all of our online transactions are completely  
secure. 

No longer do you have to take orders for prints for friends and family. Our online gallery is 
partnered with one of the top photo labs in the U.S. All of your images are archived in high 

resolution so that if anything happens to my home or hard drives, your photos are safely 
backed up online until your final images are delivered to you. 

Custom USB Flash Drive 
The standard today, for the delivery of digital negatives, is CD’s and DVD’s.  We wanted to  

go above and beyond this standard and provide USB flash drives. USB Flash drives have  
advantages over the traditional CD and DVD storage.  The life expectancy is at least  

doubled, they are compact and can be carried on a keychain, plugged into a Mac or PC as  
well as one of the Modern HDTV’s with a USB port. We also offer a digital download of your 
images so that you can quickly share them with friends and family.  With Apple discontinuing 

DVD drives on their computer, we believe that this gives you the safest options to receive your I
mages. This opens up many options for  viewing your images and sharing with others.  Of course we 

recommend making a backup  of the images for their long term storage as well. 
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Heirloom Albums 
Little compares to holding your hand-crafted, timeless wedding album in your hands.  Ah,  
the smell of the top-grain leather...  The soft, supple feel of the cover...  We have made it a  
priority to find an album binder that will stand the test of time, rather than the often-seen  
trendy designs of today. We want your album to look just as beautiful 50 years from now,  
as it does today. Once you open the album and begin reliving your day, you will be taken  

back to the very moments you are viewing.  Our artisan designers layout your  
images in a clean, uncluttered, timeless design.  While we live in the digital photography  

world, we believe that great images must be finished and printed. The norm these  
days is for images to remain in the “digital” state.  Sadly so many  beautiful images  

will never be seen on a beautiful archival print. We believe this is a tragedy and do not want to  
conform to the norm.  The finished album represents you, your story, your memories...  

Your Legacy is preserved. These albums will be passed on to your children, and your grandchildren 
will get to re-live the life, love, and adventure of your wedding day. Our finished heirloom albums 

are hand-crafted by one of the oldest and most trusted  binders in the USA. We are proud to partner with 
them and share their attention to detail, premium leathers and pages with you. 

We also offer an eco friendly leather option for those that choose. 

Parent Clone Albums 
Our Parent Clone Albums are exact replicas of your Heirloom Album in a smaller version.   

They are a perfect addition so your parents can have a slice of your legacy as well.  

Premium Print Products 
You will have the ability to order premium print products using your custom online image  
gallery.  When an order is placed, your images go through an extensive retouching process  

by our in house artisan image makers, to insure beautiful long lasting prints.  We have  
partnered with America’s premier image printing lab to provide you will top-notch picture  
perfect prints.  Our premium print products include, luster prints, gallery wrap canvases  
and archival art books. Unlike most studios working today that outsource their customer  

service and printing needs, each print order, we receive, is individually processed through  
our studio and shipped directly to you from our lab of choice. This is just another step in  

the process where we can be certain you are receiving the best service available. 

Lifestyle Engagement Session 
These photography sessions serve you in a variety of ways.  First and foremost it is an  
introduction for you, as a couple, to Dan and how he works to capture the significance  

of who you are.  Dan also approaches these sessions differently than the way he  
documents weddings.  When working in this environment, there is opportunity for gentle  
direction and prompting so you can be guided and comfortable to make the best portraits  
possible.  These are not “posed” portraits.  Capturing who you are is the goal here. Do you 

like to cook? Lets shoot in the kitchen. Do you kayak? Lets get on the river? Love Craft Beer? 
No problem. 

You will receive your favorite image as a matted print so that your guests can sign it,
and all of your digital  negatives from the session via an ftp download.  Your images will 
also be hosted on Pictage for you to view, flag favorites, share and order premium print  

products.  
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A la Carte Options: 
Lifestyle Engagement Session $500 

Photobooth $500 (2 hours unlimited prints)
Wedding Day Coverage $400/hour 

(4 hours minimum Monday-Thursday 6 hours Minimum Friday-Sunday)
(Contact us about December-February Weddings for winter specials)

Heirloom Albums (spreads equals 2 pages or printable sides) 

Size Price (first 10 spreads/20pages) Additional Spreads

12x12 $2,000.00 $150.00

10x10 $1,500.00 $100.00

8x8 $1,000.00 $75.00

Gallery Wrap Canvas 
Size Price Size Price

8x10 $150.00 16x24 $355.00

11x14 $230.00 20x30 $450.00

16x20 $320.00 24x36 $600.00

Fine Art Prints
Size Price Size Price

8x10 $40.00 16x24 $145.00

11x14 $70.00 20x30 $260.00

16x20 $130.00 24x36 $350.00

* Prices are good for 30 days, and subject to change without notice 
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	Collections begin at $3150

